where j(xi) is the jump of g(x) at # = #,-. Since g(x) is bounded, it is evident that J-«>g{x)dp(x) exists. In addition we have
where G = u.b._oo <a;<00 \g(x)\. Hence^^/J^g^)^^) exists. We shall now show that (2) holds for case (a). Let A be any positive number. Then because of the above remark we have
By the general convergence theorem 5 of Lebesgue, this becomes
g(x)dp(x). [October Letting A -» <*>, we get 00 r* A /» oo (6) lim X) I g{x)dp n {x) = I g(x)dp(x).
4->°o %=!**-*A •'-oo
Now consider
is absolutely and uniformly convergent in A. Hence by a known theorem, 6 we have
il-*» n=lJ-A n=l«^-oo
Combining this with (6), we get oo /» 00 /» oo Z) I g(x)dp n (x) = I g(x)dp(x), w=l •/ _oo «^ -oo which concludes case (a). To prove the theorem for case (b), it is sufficient to show that the expression We note that f m (x) for w=l, 2, • • • all satisfy the hypothesis (a).
Hence we have X I g(x)dp n {x) -I g(x)dp(x)
n=l «^ -oo «J -oo I I JV /» oo JV /» oo Z I g{x)dp n {x) -Z I fm{x)dp n (x)
Because of (7) it follows that With m fixed, take N large enough so that
It follows that [using (12) and (13) in (8)]
JV /» 00 /» 00
for all sufficiently large JV and arbitrary ô > 0, Coming to case (c), let a be a positive number and define otherwise.
'•^ = io,
Since g a (x) satisfies the conditions of hypothesis (b), we have 00 /» 00 /% 00
w=l ^ -oo ^ -oo By dominated convergence we have / 00 f% 00 g tt (x)dp(x) = I g(x)dp(x).
«.--w -00 *^ -00
Let G = u.b.-oo<*<oo| g0*01. Then 00 I / | 0 0 I 00 /» 00 E I ga{x)dp n {x) \«Y t \ I «(*) I I #»(*) I n=l I *^ -oo I n=l J -oo
<<G'Z%). w=l
Thus ^2n^if^ooga(x)dpn(x) converges absolutely and uniformly in a, and it follows that 00 /% 00 00 ƒ» 00 lim £) I ga(x)dp n (x) = ]£ Km I ga(x)dp n (x) a-co n=l "^ -oo w=l a=oo *^ -oo (16) 00 /» 00
= Z) I g(%)dpn(x),
n=l ^ -oo the last step being justified by the theorem on dominated con ver-
gence. Combining (14), (15) and (16), we obtain (2). This proves the theorem under hypothesis (c).
To complete the proof of the theorem we need the following lemma. Mx)dp(x) = I f*(x)dp(x).
LEMMA. Let p n (x) satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Suppose (2) is true for all bounded functions g(x) of Baire class less than a. Then
Consider also 00 I r» 00 J 00 *% 00
where F is u.b._oo<*<oo, ,=1,2, -|/X^) | • Hence Y^n-iJ-«>fj{x)dpn{x) converges absolutely and uniformly in j. Therefore 00 *% 00 00 /» 00 lim 22 I fj{x)dp n (x) = X) li m I fi(%)dp n (x) . . y=oo n=l ^ -oo w=l y=oo *^ -oo = £ f°°f*(x)dp n (x).
n=l J -oo
Combining equations (17), (18) and (19), we get Z rnx)dPn(x) = f°°f*(x)dp(x), n*=*l */ -oo «J -oo which completes the proof of the lemma. We note in the theorem above that the boundedness of g(x) was sufficient to insure the existence of the integral f-*g(x)dp(x), provided that p{x) satisfied the conditions of this theorem. Now we shall prove a partial converse of this.
THEOREM. Let g{x) be a given Borel measurable function defined everywhere in ( -oo, oo) , with the property that J-*>g(x)dp(x) exists 9, whenever p(x) ÇzV. Then g(x) is bounded everywhere in ( -oo, oo).
Let E w be the set of points x for which n^g(x)<n + l. We shall show that the family of non-empty sets E n . is finite.
Suppose the contrary. Then there must exist an infinity of distinct x n . since E ni are mutually disjoint. Consider a particular sequence XfiQj x n \i Xri2y , one Xm from each non-empty E ni * At this point let us note that given any sequence of integers and f is such a number that XXol/( w *+l)* +1 converges and ]L£OV(^+1)* diverges.
Since o) ni (x) is right-continuous and the series uniformly conver-
